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Summary

This brief overview of first wall, blanket and ahleld technology reviews the changea and

trends In Important design Issues In first wall, blanket and shield design and related tech-

nology from the 1970'a to the 1980's. The emphasis Is on base technology rather than either

systems engineering or materials development. The review la limited to the two prlnary con-

finement systems, tokaraaks and mirrors, and production of electricity ca the primary goal for

development*



1. Introduction

The next generation of fusion device*, after TFTR and MFTF-B. will require major

advances In supporting technology, fcr example, the Introduction of breeding blankets and

actively-cooled first walls. These are areas of new technology In which we can draw very

little fron our experience on exlsMng devices.

Our understanding of the requirements for technological support needed to demonstrate

fusion as a power source have progressed significantly In several areas related to first

wall, blanket and shield (FWBS) components, alnce the aid 1970's. This Insight Into the

needs for supporting technology cones prlnarlly from design studies where new design concepts

evolve and are subjected to some scrutiny In preliminary evaluations of their feasibility.

This review will draw extensively upon three recent design studies, STARPIRE,1 MARS,2 and

DEMO3.

The design studies are particularly valuable for elucidating R4D needs and they play an

Important role In formulating an overall strategy for the advancement of fusion. However It

also prudent to remember that we are In an "Idea" stage and there Is some difficulty In

appreciating the engineering tasks Implied In these concepts, basically for two reasons.

First, there Is Insufficient detail from which to complete an Inventory of the engineering

tasks that will be needed. Second, there Is a personality to the conceptual development

phase which tends to relegate engineering development to a somewhat strslghtforward exercise

of manpower. A balanced vision of our future progress oust recognize that, real as our pro-

gress Is In the advancement of Ideas, there also awaits a major challenge In engineering and

R&D In order to make these Ideas work.

2. Summary of ProRress - In FVBS Design

Several Important changes In the development of first wall, blanket and shield techno-

logy have occurred since che raid 1970's. The following discussion groups these changes Into

three areas: global analysis and blanket concepts, plasma engineering and first wall con-

cepts, and engineering evaluations.

2.1 Global Analysis and Blanket Concepts

Important progress of a global nature has cone from the advancement of 3-D neutronlcs

codes, from evaluations of various concepts for breeding tritium and from systems studies

that have provided a method for design Integration and cust analysis. 3-D analysis has also

been developed for shielding and activation codes. In coaparlson with 1-D aodels, 3-D anal-

ysis generally gives a value for the breeding ratio that Is roughly 10-20Z lower. Uncertain-

ties of this asgnltude are unacceptable, as discussed elsewhere''*^

The accurate prediction of breeding ratios (BR) la lmportsnt to show the feasibility (BB

> 1.05 - 1.1) of the concepts. Recent experiments have resulted In about 1SZ lower cross-

sections for U(n,na)t In ENDP/B-V (sod. 2) which Bay render tenuous aoae attractive blanket

systems, such as LI2O (without multiplier) or LI alone, where the predicted breeding ratios

are only marginally acceptable.



WHAK-IIt6 was the flrat major adaptation of 3-0 neutronlc code* to design studies In

order to obtain Bore accurate predictions of tritium breeding ratios. Since then neutronlca

and engineering analyst* In combination with the material evaluation of various breeder con-

cepts has proceeded through reactor design studies and special blanket studies such as the

Blanket and Shield Design Study7 (1978/79) and the current Blanket Comparison and Selection

Study, which began In late 1982 as a two-year project with the objectives of reviewing all

blanket concepts and recommending the nore promising candidates. Anong the changes since the

late 197O's In preference for blanket concepts are the utilisation of solid breeders, general

dissatisfaction with molten aalts, emergence of liquid llthlun alloys, and the concern and

recent reconsideration of safety Issues related to use of pure lithium.

A whole new type of breeding blanket evolved with the use of solid breeders In the

UWMAK-I1 design.6 The advent of solid breeders has offered the possibility of using high

pressure water coolant for heat extraction from the first wall and blanket with the attendant

advantage of its relatively well established technology, especially in power conversion syr-

teos. Continuing evaluations of potential solid breeders have resulted in many possible can—

dldates (and a general preference for oxides). LljO, LIAIO2, LI5AI4O, LI2SIO3, Ll^SiO^,

Ll2
Ti03. u2 Zr°3 a n d L 18 Z r 06 a r e current candidates being evaluated by the U.S. Fusion

Reactor Materials Program.^

The advancement of liquid lithium alloys (17L183Pb) has offered the attractiveness of

combined breeder-coolant transport with much-reduced concerns about their hazard potential in

case of spills. A general concern about large circulating power requirements for ptnplng

liquid metals In high magnetic fields has prompted evaluations of MUD effects. Recent evalu-

ations*^ of such effects have Indicated the need for some type of mixing of liquid metal

coolant near the first wall In order to effectively transfer and distribute heat from the

first wall (In tokamake) Into the bulk of the liquid metal coolant.

The Integrated treatment of reactor designs was widely noticed first with the UWMAK-1

design study.'1 The early series of design studies froa the University of Wisconsin provided

several "point" leslgna. As the6e and other point designs evolved, the capability to do par-

aaecrlc 6Cudles as variations from a point design was developed. The "ANL Parametric Systems

Studies" 12 was among the first comprehensive code evaluations and the current "FED Systems

Code"13 Is the most sophisticated step In the evolution of these codes. The codes have pro-

vided several kinds of useful Information, Including predictions of operating economics and

component costs. Two Important results from such studies have been the reduction In goal

lifetimes for first wall exposure froa 20-40 MW-y/a* to 10-15 MW-y/m* and a recognition of

the potentially large cost of shielding, for example, shielding coat was reduced froa 321 of

the cost of resctor equipment in STARFIRE to HZ in DEMO.1''

2.2 Plasms Engineering and First Wall Concept*

Advancements In plasms engineering In both mirror and tokanak program have Improved the

attractiveness of their confinement concepts and their respective ln-ve»»el components (Hal-

ters, dlvertors, armor, halo scrapers, end plates, etc.) In mirrors, advanceaents In end

plug design, from thermal barriers15 to bean pumping to drift pumping,16 have revitalized the

alrror confinement concept and reduced the total particle load that pastes Che end plugs to

the plasma dump*. In tokaaaks the advanceaents of pumped llmlter* and pseudo—steady state



operation through non-lnductlve current drive have amplified mtgnet (and Machine)

configuration and largely mitigated problena with fatigue of atructural members. The

STARFIRE dealgn represents the first comprehensive attempt to develop a detailed design,

supported by physics and engineering analysis, that Incorporated these features. (The puaped

llalter had previously appeared In other variants In the literature'^"22 and non-lnductlve

current drive net hods hsd some theoretical basis with very Halted experimental

confirmation.)

As the FED/INTOR (then ETP and INTOR) and STARFIRE concepts were evolving and puaped

Halters were Incorporated Into these designs, the lnpact of surface eroalon due co sputter-

Ing by energetic particles from the plasma was also being recognized.23"28 Along with the

consequences of erosion, transport and redepoaltlon of material by the plasma was alao

studied29 and In STARFIRE, a redepoaltlon scenario was postulated which substantially miti-

gated the erosion problem^ 3"

The Impact of disruptions, previously perceived as catastrophic, was also being reevalu-

ated. Disruptions became potentially manageable by attention to the materials and designs

for ln-vessel components, notably thicker first walls and limitera and, In ETF31 and Initial-

ly In FED,32 armor as a sacrificial surface to protect the first wall from disruptions.

During this period of design development, selections of materials for ln-veasel compo-

nents were also Influenced by estimates33 of orders of magnitude higher tritium permeation

through the first wall, when Implanted tritium was used as the source rather than adsorbed

tritium, and by new data on enhanced sputtering of graphite at high temperatures. The data

on enhanced (chemical) sputtering of graphite3** Indicated that at nearly all temperatures

above about 500* C, graphite sputtering was roughly an order of magnitude greater than at

room temperature, a finding that severely limited Its application In design and rendered

lnfeaslble many uses In previous designs. Graphite had been the "workhorse" for many ln-

vessel components In the late 1970's because Its combination of thermal and physical proper-

ties offered the promise of radlatlvely-cooled, low Z surfaces facing the plasma.

The curtailed utilization of graphite forced tokamak designers toward actively-cooled

ln-vessel components with provlalons In design for material loss due to disruptions and to

erosion. This trend In design produced ln-vcssel components with thick composite struc-

tures. For example In DEMO the first wall Is 4 nm of SS with a 2 an cladding of Be and the

llmlter uses beryllium-strengthened copper or vanadium as the substrate and 25 ma thick Be

tiles on the surface, except at the leading edge where a tantMia coating Is recommended.

The Issue of materials selection for pumped llmlters Is well documented In both the DEHO35

and FED/INTOR36 reports.

Relaxed requirements on first wall lifetime brought sore widespread use of stainless

steel (SS). Ferrltlcs (HT-9) have also been advanced as candidate first wall materials,37

for example in recent tandem mirror designs WITAMIR38 and HARS.2

2.3 Engineering Evaluations

Two other major changes related to FUBS components sre the evolution of a general phi-

losophy of remote maintenance and the emergence of calculatlonal methods to deal with

electromagnetic effects. Concern about remote maintenance forced attention on machine



configurations that would permit access to the FUBS components. Among the design changes

this philosophy wrought In tokansks was placement of EF colls outside the IT colls, placement

of the vacuum boundary away from the first wall and segmentation and modularization of FWBS

components for removal between the TF colls. 39>'tCI In mirrors, the modularization In the

central cell was accomplished either by removing the magnet and FWBS segaent as • unit, or by

making smaller Bolenoldal FWBS segments that could be removed between the colls. 2>l> Ia<l2

In tokanaks, the segmentation of the first wall and blanket and Its thick inhoaogeneous

structure presented a new class of problems In electromagnetic analysis of field penetration,

particularly for the pololdsl field colls. With plasma disruptions Introduced as a plausible

event In the operation of tokamak reactors, the electromagnetic problems were exaacerbated by

the possibilities of arcing between sectors of first walls or Halters and body forces In

these component8 due to eddy currents. One Impact from these concerns has been • design re-

qulrement1*3 (In FED) for high current (non-veldlng) electrical contacts between sectors Chat

can be remotely separated as need for maintenance would dictate.

3. Recent First Hall and Blanket Systems

Our current projections of the FUBS technology are embodied In the designs for counter-

clal reactors such as STARFIRE! and MARS;2 these sre the most comprehensive design studies to

date respectively for tokanak and tandem mirror reactors. Table 1 gtvpn some Information

from these designs and from DEMO3 which Is a "next generation" tokamak rather than a commer-

cial reactor but contains more recent evaluations than STARFIRE.

Current estimations of heat load to the first walls In mirrors 1B ouch lower than for

tokanaks. If realized, the lower thermal load on the first wall nay lead to mirror designs

TABLE 1 PARAMETERS FOR STARFIRE, DEMO AND HARS

Fusion power (MU)

Thenaal power (MW)

Neutron wall load

First wall heat load (MVJ/m2)

Blanket power multiplication factor

Thermal power In first wall/blanket (MW)

Power to 1 loiter/end dump (MW)

First wall material

Llalter/end dump material

Neutron multiplier

Breeding material

Blanket structure

Blanket coolant

STARFIRE

3510

~ 4000 a

3.6

0.9

1.14

MW) 3866

200

Be/SS

Be/Ta d

Zr5Pb3 (or Be)

L1A1O2 (901 °Li)

SS

H2O

DEMO

1069

-1300 °

2.1

0.25

1.76

1176

151

Be/SS

Be/Cu or V d

Hone

1120 (natural)

SS

H,0

MARS

2570

~ 3100 c

4.3

0.06

1.39

2880

231

HT-9

V/Cu d

None (Pb in U-Pb)

17LI83Pb (90* ^lj

H7^9

17L183Pb (90X ^1)

a. Includes 200 MW of low grade power from the Halter which Is used an feedwater heating.
b. Power froo Halter Is not used In the energy conversion cycle.
c. Includes 231 MW of thermal power from plamsa end duap. Direct conversion also produces

324 HWe (not included in the thermal power).
d. Ts and V here imply alloys such as Ta-SW and V-15Cr-5Tl or V-20T1.



with higher neutron wall loadings and the use of higher power density blanket*. The loner

first vail heat load In mirrors would also mitigate concerns with haat buildup In the bound-

ary layer adjacent to the first wall In systeu where the first wall Is cooled with liquid

•etal.

The ln-vessel components In »ny D-T reactor sust collect snd discharge about 20Z of the

fusion power produced by the reactor (as alpha particles which transfer energy to other par-

ticles and ultlnately to the ln-veaael components aa particle bombardment or radiation). In

STARFIRE and DEMO this alpha power la balanced between the Halter and the first wall. In

DEMO the power to the llalter Is about 14Z of the fualon power and 'this thermal power (which

also Included nuclear heating) is not collected In the power cycle In order to simplify the

design. In STARFIRE the ratio Is leas than 61. There the heat load to the llmlter waa re-

duced and transferred to the first wall by Injecting a controlled Impurity (Iodine) Into the

plasma. By comparison, the first wall In STARFIRE receives 82Z of the alpha power versus *8Z

In DEMO.1*'* The lmpurltf-s Increase the fraction of alpha power dissipated aa radiation with

two beneficial effects. First, the radiation Is a more benign surface loading condition (no

sputtering). Second, the power from the llmlter Is low grade heat (low pressure, low temper-

ature water) and Is used less efficiently for feedwater heating than the high grade heat In

the first wall, so there Is aleo an advantage In efficiency In Increasing the fraction of

power to the first wall.

In the MARS design surface heat load on the first wall (per HW of fualon power) Is about

91 of that of STARFIRE and the power collected on the plasma end dump Is proportionally about

60Z more (than the STAFIRE llmlter) and Is almost entirely particle heating. The large

amount of power to the end dump requires that It be collected and processed as high grade

heat and the MARS design utilized direct conversion, with the halo scraper aa the (grounded)

anode and the end plate as a biased cathode. The Implied design conditions are challenging

and require high volcage Isolation and structures at high temperature with high pressure

coolant.

The Introduction of blankets for collection of heat and production of tritium Is proba-

bly the single greatest change In technology between near term devices and future self suffi-

cient D-T reactors. The basics of blanket design do not differ significantly between toka-

rnaks and mirrors. Although there are some differences In piping and manifolding, these are

minor compared to the gross differences in the types of breeding systems being considered, as

Is evident In the choices of blankets for STARFIRE (solid breeder L1A1O2 with s neutron mul-

tiplier), DEMO (solid breeder U 2 0 without a neutron multiplier), and MARS (liquid metal

17L183Pb). For DEMO, 17LlB3Pb was also considered as an alternate blanket systea. Materials

selections for a variety of blanket concepts have been reviewed by Snlth1*^ and the DEMO

report1*6 contains a comparison of the merits of these breeder systems (and pure lithium) for

use In DEMO and Includes some parametric analysis of variants within each system, such as the

use of neutron multipliers (except for Ll-Pb), full or partial coverage of the breeding blan-

ket, the use of secondary coolants with liquid metal systems and Methods for tritium recov-

ery. The comparative breeding performances of these systems are summarized In reference 6.

With regard to their thermal power fpr production of electricity, blanket concepts range

from about 110Z to HOX of the virgin (14,1 MeV) neutron power born In the plasma. Thit



ampl i f icat ion of power In the blanket come* froa U ( n , a ) t react ion which produce! *. 76 MeV

and has a high croas aectlon for thermal neutrons. Aa la evident In the comparison of

blanket power mul t ip l i cat ion factors In Table 1, the blanket power mul t ip l i ca t ion la

part icu lar ly high for the Ll-Pb system, ihe high value cones fron the uae of • breeder

highly enriched In 6L1 and a sof t neutron spectrum. With 17L183Pb the apectrua la heavi ly

•oderated by Pb(n,2n) and Pb(n,3n) reac t ions .

TABLE 2 US PROGRAMS/ACTIVITIES RELATED TO FWBS TECHNOLOGY

Flat Surface Act iv i t ies

Plasma edge studies
Materials Program - Plasma Materials Interactions Taak
High Heat Flux Component Development Program
FUBS Program - disruptions

First Wall Act iv i t ies

FWBS Program - surface heating
Materials Program - Alloy Development for Irradiation Performance Task

Blanket Act iv i t ies

FWBS Program - blanket simulation studies
Tritium Recovery In ORR (TRIO) Experiment
Breeder neutronlcs
Materials Program - Solid Breeder Development Tiak
Trltlua System Test Assembly (TSTA)
Llthlun Blanket fodule Experiment (LBM)

Shield Act iv i t ies

Shielding experiment*

General

Design studies
Neutronlcs
FWBS Program - electromagnetic effects

- remote assembly, maintenance, repair
Safety Program

4. Current Activities

Table 2 l i s t s current programs and a c t i v i t i e s In the U.S. that are directly concerned

with R&D on f lret wall, blanket and shield technology. A more extensive version of this

review published recently1*7 Includes a discussion of c r i t i c a l Issues In technology and refer*

to work In ongoing programs.
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This brief overview of first wall, blanket And shield technology reviews the changes and

trends In Important design Issues In firet wall, blanket and shield design and related tech-
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systems engineering or materials development. The review la United to the two primary con-

finement systems, tokamakg and mirrors, find production of elertrlclty as the primary goal for

development.


